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ABSTRACT
Genomic DNA is bound by many proteins that could
potentially impede elongation of RNA polymerase
(RNAP), but the factors determining the magnitude of
transcriptional roadblocking in vivo are poorly under-
stood. Through systematic experiments and model-
ing, we analyse how roadblocking by the lac repres-
sor (LacI) in Escherichia coli cells is controlled by
promoter firing rate, the concentration and affinity
of the roadblocker protein, the transcription-coupled
repair protein Mfd, and promoter–roadblock spacing.
Increased readthrough of the roadblock at higher
RNAP fluxes requires active dislodgement of LacI
by multiple RNAPs. However, this RNAP coopera-
tion effect occurs only for strong promoters because
roadblock-paused RNAP is quickly terminated by
Mfd. The results are most consistent with a single
RNAP also sometimes dislodging LacI, though we
cannot exclude the possibility that a single RNAP
reads through by waiting for spontaneous LacI dis-
sociation. Reducing the occupancy of the roadblock
site by increasing the LacI off-rate (weakening the
operator) increased dislodgement strongly, giving a
stronger effect on readthrough than decreasing the
LacI on-rate (decreasing LacI concentration). Thus,
protein binding kinetics can be tuned to maintain site
occupation while reducing detrimental roadblocking.
INTRODUCTION
RNA polymerase (RNAP) inside cells transcribes DNA
that is occupied by a variety of proteins, both static andmo-
bile. Collisions between RNAP and other RNA and DNA
polymerases have been intensively studied (1–3). However,
most RNAP encounters must be with static DNA-bound
proteins. Some DNA-bound proteins are known to form a
roadblock to the progress of transcribing RNAP, strongly
reducing transcription downstream of their binding site.
However, despite the potentially large impact of transcrip-
tional roadblocking, the factors that determine its strength
in vivo are poorly understood.
The Escherichia coli lac repressor (LacI) can cause more
than 80% reduction in transcription downstream of its
binding site both in vitro and in vivo (4–6), and substan-
tial reductions have also been observed for E. coli nucleoid-
associated protein Fis (7), PurR and GalR repressors (8,9),
as well as the Bacillus subtilis transcriptional regulators
CcpA and CodY (10–12). In addition, LacI also impedes
the progress of the major eukaryotic RNAP, PolII, in vitro
and possibly in vivo (13,14). A DNA-cleavage-defective
CRISPR protein–RNA complex can block transcription in
E. coli and human cells (15,16). However, not all DNA-
bound proteins can block the progression ofRNAP. In stud-
ies of other transcription factors such as CI and CII of col-
iphage 186, in vivo roadblocking is almost absent (17,18). In
addition, RNAP in eukaryotes or bacteria must frequently
pass through nucleosomes or DNA bound by nucleoid-
associated proteins.
In vitro studies have revealed some details of the pro-
cesses occurring upon RNAP–roadblock encounters. Nu-
cleosomes and various sequence-specific DNAbinding pro-
teins such as LacI, EcoRQ111 (a cleavage-defective form of
EcoRI) and LexA cause a substantial pause in transcription
of bacterial and eukaryotic RNAPs in vitro (4,19–22). Paus-
ing can be associated with RNAP backtracking, in which
RNAP and the associated DNA bubble move backward
along the RNA and DNA chains, disengaging the 3′ end
of the transcript from the catalytic site, forming long-lived
inactive complexes in vitro and in vivo (23–25).
A fraction of RNAPs move past the roadblock site in
vitro, though little readthrough is generally seen for E. coli
RNAP and strong-binding roadblocks (5). It is not known
whether readthrough is due to ‘escape’, in which RNAP
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takes advantage of spontaneous dissociation of the road-
block protein, or whether RNAP actively dislodges the
roadblock. In the case of nucleosomes, it appears that a sin-
gle RNAP can steadily unwind the DNA from the nucleo-
some, not by active displacement of DNA but by acting as
a ratchet that prevents DNA rebinding after spontaneous
unwrapping (26).
The extent of roadblocking in vitro and in vivo can be af-
fected by accessory factors. Backtracked RNAP is rescued
by GreA and GreB in E. coli and TFIIS in mammals, which
stimulate cleavage of the RNA, regenerating a new 3′ end at
the catalytic site (27), and can aid passage ofRNAP through
a LacI roadblock inE. coli cells (28). The transcription cou-
pled repair (TCR) protein Mfd in E. coli, and Cockayne’s
Syndrome protein CSB in mammals, binds to the DNA be-
hind RNAP and uses ATP to push backtracked RNAP for-
ward until the 3′ end of RNA is back at the catalytic cen-
tre. However, the forces generated by Mfd may also result
in RNAP termination (29,30). A terminator role for Mfd
at protein roadblocks in vivo is supported by a decrease
in roadblocking by CcpA, CodY and LacI in an mfd mu-
tant (10,12,31). The E. coli RNA-binding termination fac-
tor Rho can also terminate RNAP stalled at roadblocks in
vitro (21,32).
The presence of multiple paused RNAPs can increase
passage through a protein roadblock in vitro and in vivo.
This RNAP cooperation is proposed to be the major mech-
anism for overcoming roadblocks in vivo (5). A trailing
RNAP can prevent backtracking and aid restart of a paused
RNAP in front of it, but whether suppression of backtrack-
ing is sufficient to explain cooperation, or whether multiple
RNAPsmay also provide a combined ‘push’ to dislodge the
roadblock, is not clear. A trailing ribosome can also help an
RNAP overcome a LacI roadblock in bacteria (33). How-
ever, observations of pausing of trailing RNAPs at a protein
roadblock site in vivo show that cooperation is not instanta-
neous (5,23). Under some conditions, multiple RNAPs can
form a queue that extends back along the DNA to occlude
or ‘clog’ the promoter (34).
It is unclear how these processes act in combination to
determine roadblocking outcomes in vivo. It is not known
under which conditions a roadblock will be strong or weak,
and therefore how cells avoid excessive roadblocking in their
genomes or how roadblocking can best be exploited for gene
regulation. To address these questions, we have taken a sys-
tematic approach, combining quantitative experiments and
mathematical modeling to dissect the impact of five fac-
tors on roadblocking by the LacI in live E. coli cells: (i)
RNAPflux (promoter strength); (ii) roadblocker concentra-
tion; (iii) roadblocker affinity; (iv) Mfd; and (v) promoter–
roadblock spacing. We used a modular, chromosomally
integrated promoter–spacer–roadblock–lacZ reporter sys-
tem to measure roadblocking and analysed the results by
stochastic simulations. Our large body of observations was
consistent with a relatively simple model of roadblocking
and defined the critical role of the kinetics of the road-
blocker protein.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains, reporters and LacI expression constructs
All lacZ reporter constructs (Supplementary Figure S1 and
Table S1) were integrated into the  attB site of E. coli
MG1655 rph+ ΔlacIZYA, or a derivative with an in-frame
deletion of the mfd gene. Details of DNA constructions are
given in Supplementary Data. Growth rate was similar in
all strains.
LacZ assays
Cells were grown at 37◦C in minimal medium for microtiter
plate-based LacZ assays as previously described (35). Back-
ground LacZ activities were measured via paired promoter-
less reporters (Supplementary Data).
Stochastic modeling
Simulations of the processes of Figure 1C used a hybrid
Gillespie/fixed time step algorithm derived from that of
Sneppen et al. (36). A simulated annealing procedure was
used to find values for kT, kSD and kMD that minimized the
difference between simulated and measured Rf. Full details
of the modeling are given in Supplementary Data. Parame-
ter values are given in Supplementary Figure S2.
RESULTS
System for analysis of roadblocking in vivo
In our roadblocking assay system (Figure 1A), we used a
series of 15 constitutive promoters upstream of the lacZ
gene, including P2pC, pBla, pL and 12 synthetic promot-
ers spanning a 611-fold range of activity (Supplementary
Figure S1). Three different lac operators (Oid, O1 and O2)
were placed in the untranslated region between the pro-
moter and lacZ (Figure 1A), avoiding effects of trailing ri-
bosomes and varying the binding affinity of the roadblock-
ing protein over a 23-fold range. Five concentrations of LacI
over a 17-fold range were supplied from a medium-copy
plasmid carrying the lacI gene and its wild-type promoter,
or four promoter variants made by mutagenesis. LacI con-
centrations (Figure 1D) were measured by repression of a
plac.O2.lacZ reporter (35) (Supplementary Data).
Wemeasured the fractional readthrough,Rf, of the road-
block as the steady state LacZ units in the presence of
LacI divided by the activity in the absence of LacI (back-
grounds subtracted; Figure 1B). Thus Rf = 1 is complete
readthrough or an absence of roadblocking, while Rf = 0
indicates no readthrough and 100% roadblocking efficiency.
Figure 1B shows the dependence of Rf on promoter
strength with the ‘ideal’ Oid operator, the highest [LacI]
(250 nM) and a 102 bp promoter–operator spacing. Road-
blocking ranged from 96% for the weaker promoters (Rf =
0.04) to 73% (Rf = 0.27) for the strongest promoter, con-
firming the RNAP cooperation effect seen previously in
vitro and in vivo (5,20). However, the relationship between
Rf and RNAP flux was not simple, with substantial coop-
eration only appearing at high promoter strengths.
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Figure 1. Measuring transcriptional roadblocking in vivo. (A) Modular, chromosomally integrated promoter–operator–lacZ chassis (see also Supplemen-
tary Figure S1) and constitutive LacI expression system for systematic variation of RNAP flux (promoter strength; Supplementary Table S1), promoter–
roadblock spacing, LacI binding rate (LacI tetramer concentration) and LacI unbinding rate (lac operator affinity). (B) Readthrough fraction (Rf) for 15
promoters with the Oid operator, 250 nM LacI (tetramers) and a 102 bp promoter–operator spacer. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals (n = 9). (C)
Processes and parameters included in the stochastic simulations. (D) Fixed parameter values (Supplementary Figure S2) and analytical equation for Rf in
the absence of multiple RNAPs (see also Supplementary Figure S3).
Stochastic model of transcriptional roadblock
To extract quantitative information about the kinetic pro-
cesses underlying roadblocking, we analysed our data us-
ing stochastic simulations that incorporate promoter firing,
elongation, pausing and termination of RNAP, as well as
binding and unbinding of the roadblocker (Figure 1C). Pro-
moter firing was treated as a single step process that intro-
duces an elongating RNAP at an empty promoter, occur-
ring with a fixed rate kF (s−1). This and any other elongating
RNAP on the promoter–spacer–operator DNA segment
were advanced by 1 bp in each time step (1/40 s) (36). Al-
though stochastic RNAP translocation, pausing and back-
tracking can affect RNAP progress and interaction (37,38),
we think these effects will be small over the short distances
we used. We used 30 bp as the space occupied by an elon-
gating RNAP, the region occupied in the crystal structure
of elongating Thermus thermophilus RNAP (39), and con-
sistent with nuclease measurements (21,32). RNAP binding
at the promoter is assumed to be possible if no other RNAP
overlaps the +5 position.
In the model, an RNAP became paused if it met the
bound roadblocker or another paused RNAP. A paused
RNAP either remained paused, was terminated (removed)
with a rate kT or moved forward to dislodge the roadblock
protein (Figure 1C). We allowed a single RNAP to dislodge
the roadblock with rate kSD (single dislodgement), while if
multiple RNAPs were queued at the roadblock, a different
rate kMD (multiple dislodgement) was applied to allow for
RNAP cooperation. Note that we did not explicitly model
backtracking at the roadblock. Binding of the LacI road-
blocker to its 20 bp operator occurred with a rate kB (s−1)
as long as the operator was free of RNAP. The same kB
value was used for each of the three lac operators, and was
calculated as the product of the LacI concentration and its
on-rate constant 2.51 × 106 M−1s−1, obtained from in vivo
imaging experiments estimating a single LacI tetramer in
the cell takes ∼4 min to find its operator (40–42). The five
LacI concentrations allowed us to vary the LacI binding
rate kB over a 17-fold range (Figure 1D). The dissociation
of LacI from its operator occurred with a rate kU (unbind-
ing, s−1) (Figure 1D), calculated from its on-rate constant
and in vivo dissociation constants measured forOid,O1 and
O2 (43).
We determined ‘relative’ promoter firing rates for our
promoters using reporter expression in the absence of LacI
(Supplementary Figure S1). To obtain estimates of ‘abso-
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lute’ firing rates (Supplementary Table S1), we included
in our promoter series the pL and pBla promoters, for
which in vivo firing rates have been estimated under differ-
ent growth conditions by comparison with ribosomal RNA
promoters (44).
Readthrough (Rf) was determined in the simulations by
comparing the number of RNAPs passing the operator per
unit time in the presence of LacI with the number passing
in its absence. Simulations were repeated in a Monte Carlo
simulated annealing approach to find values of kT, kSD and
kMD that could best reproduce the observed Rf versus pro-
moter strength data for the Oid roadblock with 250 nM
LacI. The model gave a reasonable fit to the data (Figure
2A, blue curve), with fitting converging on clear optimal val-
ues: kT = 0.066 s−1, kSD = 0.0015 s−1 and kMD = 0.026 s−1
(Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure S4).
These fitted parameter values are not strongly sensitive
to variation in the values used for size or speed of RNAP.
However, they are affected by variation in the calibration of
absolute promoter firing rates and by variation in the pa-
rameters specifying the kinetics of LacI unbinding (Supple-
mentary Data; Supplementary Figures S5 and S6; also dis-
cussed below).
Does a single RNAP actively dislodge a LacI roadblock in
vivo?
The non-zero value obtained for kSD in the stochasticmodel
means that the best fit is obtained with a single RNAP be-
ing able to actively dislodge the LacI roadblock atOid, that
is, increasing its rate of unbinding. While some effect of a
single RNAP on roadblock dissociation seems intuitive, di-
rect evidence for dislodgement by a single RNAP has been
lacking.
The need for dislodgement by single RNAP to explain
our results can be understood using an analytical model
that can be applied when the promoter is exceedingly weak
(Figure 1D and Supplementary Figure S3). In this case,
there will almost never be two RNAPs queued at the road-
block, since the rates of termination and dislodgement far
exceed the firing rate, and the first RNAP will either get
through the roadblock or terminate before a second RNAP
arrives. Our weakest promoter fires every 3016 s (kF =
0.00033 s−1), 220-fold slower than kT. Thus, the ∼4% Rf
seen with this promoter is due to three processes: (i) ‘dis-
lodgement’ of the roadblock by a single RNAP, (ii) ‘escape’
due to spontaneous roadblocker unbinding that allows an
RNAP paused at the roadblock to resume elongating, and
(iii) ‘avoidance’ of the roadblock, where the RNAP arrives
at an unoccupied operator. Avoidance must be exceedingly
rare in our experiment, since Oid is only kU/(kB+kU) =
0.07% unoccupied (Figure 1D). Escape due to LacI unbind-
ing is only capable of giving at most∼kU/(kT+kU)= 0.67%
readthrough (Figure 1D; setting kSD = 0). Thus, the major-
ity of the readthrough seenmust be due to single RNAP dis-
lodgement. This was confirmed by our simulations, where
for weak promoters, dislodgement of the roadblocker by a
single RNAP contributed to 73% of the transcripts passing
the lac operator (Figure 2C and D).
However, this conclusion is dependent on the fixed values
used for the rate of promoter firing and the rate of sponta-
neous LacI unbinding (Supplementary Figure S6; Supple-
mentary Data). It is possible for the model to give a rea-
sonable fit to the data with kSD = 0, if the true kF values
are more than 5-fold lower than our calibration with litera-
ture measurements (44) indicates. A kSD = 0 can also be ob-
tained if kU is∼6-fold higher than estimated, that is, if LacI
binding–unbinding kinetics are substantially faster than ob-
tained from in vivo imaging experiments (40). Lower RNAP
fluxes and more rapid LacI kinetics mean that readthrough
due to escape increases such that dislodgement by a single
RNAP is not necessary to explain readthrough at low pro-
moter firing rates. The uncertainty in these literature values
is difficult to ascertain, thus, while existing measurements
support dislodgement of LacI by a single RNAP, they are
not conclusive in this regard.
Multiple RNAPs increase roadblock dislodgement
A number of mechanisms might cause the increase in
readthrough with increased RNAP flux (Figure 2A). Mul-
tiple RNAPs may increase active dislodgement of the road-
block, the high density of elongating RNAPs might block
access of LacI to its operator, or a trailing RNAP queued
behind the leading RNAP paused at the roadblock might
protect it from termination.
Themodeling shows that increased dislodgement bymul-
tiple RNAPs is needed to reproduce the cooperation seen,
with the rate of LacI dislodgement by multiple RNAPs
(kMD) estimated to be ∼17-fold higher than by a single
RNAP (kSD; Figure 2B). If kMD = kSD, then no cooper-
ation is seen (Figure 2F). The contribution of single dis-
lodgement to the readthrough becomes negligible as the fir-
ing rate increases (Figure 2C and D), such that increasing
the kSD increases the readthrough by weak promoters but
not by strong promoters (Figure 2E).
TheRNAP-densitymechanisms for cooperation alter the
magnitude of readthrough but their effect is largely depen-
dent on multiple RNAP dislodgement. We distinguish two
mechanisms, ‘occlusion’ and ‘facilitated absence’. Occlu-
sion occurs when the next RNAP behind an RNAP that
has just traversed the operator follows so closely that there
is no room for LacI to bind to the operator. The occlusion
effect is large (Figure 2C and D) primarily because after a
multiple dislodgement event it allows all the trailingRNAPs
that were previously paused in the queue to pass the opera-
tor. Even without this ‘free pass’ occlusion by the queue, the
gaps between successive ‘unpaused’ RNAPs at high flux can
in theory become small enough to make it impossible for
LacI to bind. However, for the required gap of at least 1.25
s between successive RNAP fronts (20 bp operator; 30 bp
RNAP; RNAP velocity 40 bp/s), the equation p(operator
free) = 1/exp(gap/(1/kF)) (36) indicates that even for pL
(kF = 0.2 s−1), the lac operator is unoccluded 78% of the
time. Thus, this non-queue-associated occlusion effect is
small.
Facilitated absence occurs when the gap between an
RNAP crossing the operator and the next RNAP is large
enough that LacI ‘could’ bind but does not do so before the
second RNAP reaches the operator. For Oid and 250 nM
LacI, this effect is small (Figure 2C and D) because at this
concentration LacI binding takes on average 1/kB ∼ 1.5 s,
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Figure 2. Stochastic modeling of transcriptional roadblocking. (A) Rf values versus firing rate for the 15 promoters (Supplementary Figure S1 and
Supplementary Table S1). The blue curve shows the averageRf from simulations of the standardmodel, where all paused RNAPs are subject to termination
(kT = 0.066, kSD = 0.0015 and kMD = 0.026 s−1). Simulation of the pure termination protection model (termination is blocked by a trailing RNAP and
kSD = kMD; green curve) and a hybrid termination protection model (termination is blocked by a trailing RNAP and kMD > kSD; red curve). (B) A
portion of the fitting optimization landscape (Supplementary Data) for kT and the ratio of the dislodgement rates (kMD/kSD) for the standard model. The
optimal kMD/kSD ratio was 17.2. All three fitted parameters converged on clear optimal values. See also Supplementary Figure S4. (C,D) Absolute (C)
and fractional (D) contributions to readthrough of dislodgement (single and multiple), absence + escape, occlusion and facilitated absence (see text for
definitions). (E) Simulations with 2- to 10-fold increases in kSD over 0.0015 s−1 (fixed kMD = 0.026 s−1) predict larger increases in Rf for weak promoters
than for strong promoters. (F) Simulations with altered kMD/kSD ratios (fixed kSD = 0.0015 s−1) show that cooperation requires kMD > kSD.
and even for the fastest firing promoter, pL, the gaps be-
tween successive RNAPs are on average 4.2 s (5–30/40 s).
An alternativemechanism for cooperation that is not part
of our standard model is that trailing RNAPs might pro-
mote readthrough by protecting the leading RNAP from
termination. For example, Mfd requires access to ∼25 bp
of DNA upstream of the RNAP for its action in vitro (30),
and this access could be blocked by a trailing RNAP.We ex-
amined whether a termination protection mechanism alone
could explain the cooperation effect seen in theOid 250 nM
LacI data by allowing only the promoter proximal paused
RNAP to be subject to termination, and fixing kMD = kSD.
We were unable to obtain a good fit to the data with a pure
termination protection model due to insufficient coopera-
tion (Figure 2A, green curve). However, combining termi-
nation protection with the kMD > kSD mechanism allowed a
good fit to the data with only a moderate increase in kT, and
reduced the optimal kMD to about 6.5-fold stronger than
kSD (Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S2). Thus, ter-
mination protection may contribute to RNAP cooperation
but it cannot substitute for increased dislodgement by mul-
tiple RNAPs.
Reducing the roadblocker concentration increases RNAP co-
operation by facilitated absence
We used the model to predict the effect of changing the
LacI concentration on readthrough. Changing LacI con-
centration changes kB, the rate at which an empty opera-
tor is filled by LacI. Decreasing kB substantially increased
readthrough for fast firing promoters, but only marginally
affected slow firing promoters (Figure 3A). Rf measure-
ments at these different levels of LacI were in good agree-
ment with the model, showing an increased RNAP cooper-
ation effect (Figure 3A–E).
The lack of effect of reduced LacI concentration on
slower promoters indicates that the increased readthrough
for strong promoters is not simply due to low natural oc-
cupation of the operator by LacI (the absence mechanism).
Even at 15 nM LacI, Oid is still 98.9% occupied (in the ab-
sence of RNAP). Instead, the simulations indicate that this
increased readthrough is due mainly to facilitated absence,
where RNAPs get through before LacI can rebind after a
dislodgement event (Figure 3A–E). For pL, as much as
60% of the readthrough of Oid at 15 nM LacI is due to
this mechanism (Figure 3E). At 15 nM LacI (kB = 0.037
s−1), the average time for LacI rebinding is ∼27 s. Thus, at
high firing rates, a LacI dislodgement will lead to additional
RNAPs passing the operator before it refills.
Repeating the parameter fitting using the data from all
five LacI concentrations (Figure 3A–E and Supplementary
Figure S7A) gave optimal values for kT, kSD and kMD sim-
ilar to those obtained from fitting of the 250 nM LacI con-
centration alone (Supplementary Figure S2). Since these
parameters are derived from a larger data set, they were
used in subsequent modeling.
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Figure 3. Effect of altering LacI binding rate on transcriptional roadblocking. (A) Data and simulation (solid curve) forOid roadblock with 250 nM LacI.
The dashed curves show predicted Rf for each of the four reduced LacI concentrations, obtained by simulations with reduced kB values. (B–E) Observed
and predicted (dashed curves) Rf at four lower LacI concentrations. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals (n = 9). Heatmaps below each plot show
the contribution of different readthrough mechanisms to the Rf in simulations: SD, single dislodgement; MD, multiple dislodgement; A+E, absence and
escape; O, occlusion; FA, facilitated absence.
Decreasing the roadblocker–DNA affinity increases
readthrough by dislodgement
To test how the affinity of the roadblocker protein for its
binding site would affect roadblocking, we replaced the high
affinity Oid operator with lower affinity O1 or O2 opera-
tors, which have ∼5.2-fold and ∼22.9-fold increased in vivo
dissociation constants, respectively (43). Assuming that the
on-rate constant for LacI (kon) is the same for different op-
erators, the effect of these DNA sequence changes is to in-
crease the rate of LacI unbinding from the operator, kU. We
found large increases in readthrough with decreasing LacI–
operator affinity for both slow- and fast-firing promoters
(Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S7).
Increased kU might increase readthrough through three
mechanisms: increased roadblock absence, increased escape
due to spontaneous unbinding and increased dislodgement
by RNAP. To determine the contribution of these mecha-
nisms, we fitted theO1 andO2 data, allowing distinct values
of kSD and kMD for each operator, while keeping kT fixed.
Unlike the case for the Oid operator, where readthrough
by roadblock absence and escape was rare, these processes
contribute substantially to readthrough for O1 (27% of Rf
= 12%) and O2 (47% of Rf = 25%) for weak promoters at
250 nM LacI (Figure 4A–C). However, the model indicates
that increased absence and escape alone are not enough to
reproduce the increased readthrough seen for O1 and O2
(Figure 4D). The best fits gave progressive increases in kSD
and kMD as the operator affinity decreased, leading to in-
creasing single and multiple dislodgement and associated
occlusion of the operator by the queued polymerases (Fig-
ure 4A–C and Supplementary Figure S7). As for Oid, we
note that if promoter firing rates are slower than we esti-
mate, or if LacI kinetics are faster than we estimate, then
reasonable fits can be obtained with kSD = 0.
Mfd is the major factor responsible for removing roadblock-
stalled RNAP
Optimal fits to our experimental data were obtained with
the rate of termination kT of 0.063 s−1. Thus, an RNAP
stalled at the roadblock or blocked by a stalled leading
RNAP has about a 1-in-16 chance per second of being ter-
minated in vivo, equivalent to a half-life of∼11 s (= ln2/kT).
To quantitate the role ofMfd in this termination, we con-
structed a Δmfd reporter strain and repeated our assays us-
ing 11 promoters, two lac operators and three LacI con-
centrations. Deletion of mfd had a strong effect on road-
blocking (Figure 5A and B). For the weakest promoters,
readthrough increased substantially to∼40% forOid (com-
pared to ∼5% for mfd+) and ∼80% for O2 (compared to
∼25–40% formfd+). Strikingly, the effect of increasing pro-
moter strength was quite different to the mfd+ case, with a
decrease in Rf seen at the highest promoter activities.
These data could be well fitted by the stochastic model
by reducing the rate of termination, combined with small
decreases in kSD and kMD (Figure 5A and B, Supplemen-
tary Figures S2 and S8C). The best fit was with kT = 0.0045
s−1, a 14-fold reduction compared withmfd+, which implies
that 90% of RNAP termination at the roadblock in our sys-
tem is due to Mfd. The 2–4-fold decreases in fitted kSD and
kMD values in Δmfd cells (Supplementary Figure S2) sug-
gest that forward translocation of the stalled RNAP byMfd
may sometimes lead to dislodgement of the roadblock with-
out termination.
The simulations indicate that the decreasing readthrough
at high promoter strengths in the Δmfd cells is due to pro-
moter clogging, where the queue of RNAPs builds up at the
roadblock and extends backward along the DNA, eventu-
ally preventing RNAP binding to the promoter. Once the
RNAP flux is sufficient to clog the promoter, the rate of
RNAP passage past the roadblock cannot increase (Fig-
ure 5D). In our system, promoter clogging limits the effect
of cooperation, such that increased promoter strength can
never completely overcome a strong roadblock. Clogging
occurs at our highest kF values even in mfd+ cells but is ex-
acerbated when termination is reduced (Figure 5C and D).
Clogging should become more significant as the road-
block is moved closer to the promoter. The predicted prob-
ability of clogging for the 102 bp spacer (able to accommo-
date four RNAPs) is quite low, even for the highest pro-
moter strengths, but increases substantially with shorter
spacers (Figure 5E). However, for weak promoters, clogging
is infrequent, even with very short spacers, except in Δmfd
cells (Figure 5E and F). In Δmfd cells, significant clogging
of the 102 bp spacer occurs with both strong and intermedi-
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Figure 4. Effect of altering LacI unbinding rate on transcriptional roadblocking. (A,B,C) Rf data for Oid (A), O1 (B) and O2 (C) with 250, 70 and 15
nM of LacI. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals (n = 9). The solid curves are simulated Rf from global fitting with all five concentrations of LacI
(data and fitting for 120 and 35 nM LacI are shown in Supplementary Figure S7). In the fitting, termination rate (kT) was the same for all operators, while
different dislodgement rates (kSD and kMD) were allowed (see also Supplementary Figure S2). Panels below each graph show the ‘absolute’ contribution
of different readthrough mechanisms to the Rf at 250 nM LacI for the three operators. (D) If the dislodgement rates were kept the same as Oid, the model





































































































Figure 5. Effect of mfd on transcriptional roadblocking. Rf values for 11 promoters and aOid (A) orO2 (B) roadblock in mfd cells with 250, 70 and 15
nM of LacI. Rf values were obtained ±LacI as formfd+ cells, with promoterless controls (also ±LacI) used to obtain background activities. Error bars are
95% confidence intervals (n= 9). The solid curves show simulations from global fitting of the data with a single termination rate (kT) and separate kSD and
kMD for each operator. All fitted parameters converged on clear optimal values (Supplementary Figure S8C). (C,D) Modeled effect of cooperation and
promoter clogging on transcription in wt (C) andmfd (D) cells withOid and 250 nMLacI, showing the limits of cooperation in eliminating roadblocking.
(E,F) The predicted proportion of time that different length promoter–roadblock spacer sequences (able to accommodate one, two, three or four RNAPs)
become ‘saturated’ with stalled RNAP and clog the promoter in both wt (E) and mfd (F) cells.
ate promoters (Figure 5D, Supplementary Figures S8A and
B).
The effect of reduced distance between the promoter and the
roadblock
Our modeling (Figures 5E and 6A) predicts that reducing
the distance between the promoter and the roadblock from
a 4-RNAP spacing to a 2-RNAP spacing should have lit-
tle effect on the queue length in wild-type cells and should
thus not substantially alter the amount of cooperation by
multiple RNAPs or the amount of promoter clogging. In
contrast, a 1-RNAP spacing should eliminate cooperation,
preventing any increase in Rf with increasing promoter
strength. A 1-RNAP spacing should also lead to promoter
clogging and reduced Rf at high promoter strengths.
To test this, we shortened the spacer between the tran-
scription start site and the edge of Oid to either 60 bp (2-
RNAP) or 30 bp (1-RNAP) and measured readthrough us-
ing 10 promoters and 250 nM LacI (Figure 6B). As pre-
dicted, the effect of shortening to the 60 bp spacer was
small, though readthrough was increased for the weaker
promoters. However, the results for the 1-RNAP spacer
were more complex (Figure 6B). The cooperation effect was
indeed lost as predicted, that is, there was no increase in
readthrough with increasing promoter strength. Unexpect-
edly, the readthrough values for the weaker promoters were
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Figure 6. Effect of reducing promoter–operator spacing on transcriptional roadblocking. (A)Rf values of 10 promoters 102 bp upstreamof aOid roadblock,
with 250 nM of LacI (model fit in blue). The dashed curves show simulated Rf from 60 bp and 30 bp promoter–operator spacer using the standard model
parameters. Note that the strongest promoter pL is excluded from this analysis as pL extends from −73 to +90, precluding its use in short promoter–
operator spacer experiments. (B)Rf for 60 bp and 30 bp promoter–operator spacers. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals (n= 9). The solid curves show
the optimal fits from stochastic simulation, obtained from fitting the data with the same termination rate (kT) as for 102 bp promoter–operator spacer and
increased dislodgement rates (Supplementary Figure S2).
systematically much higher than for the longer spacers. In
addition, there was no observable clogging effect.
A possible explanation of the increased readthrough is
that the dissociation of the RNAP 70 subunit from the
elongating complex takes some time (45,46), and the pres-
ence of 70 is known to interfere with Mfd action in vitro
(30). In the 30 bp and 60 bp constructs, the RNAP can
travel at most 25 bp or 55 bp before meeting the road-
block. Thus, at least some of the stalled RNAPs may re-
tain 70 for some time and be resistant to Mfd termination.
We found that reduced termination could allow the simu-
lations to reproduce the 60 bp spacer data reasonably well.
But the reductions in termination required to reproduce the
high readthroughs for the weaker promoters at the 30 bp
spacer produced strong clogging and reduced readthrough
at high promoter strengths. Instead, reasonable fits to the
data for both the 60 bp and 30 bp spacers could be obtained
if dislodgement rates by single RNAP (kSD) were increased
some 2.1-fold and 5.3-fold, respectively (Figure 6B and Sup-
plementary Figure S2).
DISCUSSION
A simple model for transcriptional roadblocking
The effects on roadblocking of four of the five param-
eters we examined––RNAP flux (kF), roadblocker con-
centration (kB), roadblocker unbinding (kU) and termina-
tion (kT)––can be well explained by remarkably straight-
forwardmechanisms of RNAP–roadblock interaction (Fig-
ure 1C). The effect of the fifth parameter––promoter–
roadblock spacing––did not fully conform to the expecta-
tions of the model in the case of the shortest spacing, where
readthrough was higher than expected. The modeling sug-
gested that this result is not consistent with decreased ter-
mination of an RNAP stalled close to the promoter, but
could be explained if a single promoter-proximal RNAP
is more likely to dislodge the roadblock than a promoter-
distal RNAP.We speculate that this may be due to sequence
differences at the different stall sites (e.g. differential back-
tracking), which we have not controlled for. Alternatively,
the RNAP may be different. The 70 subunit is lost with a
half-life of ∼7 s (46) and various elongation regulating fac-
tors (e.g.NusA,NusG, rho) bind to theRNAPafter it leaves
the promoter (47). Such changes could decrease the ability
of the RNAP to dislodge the roadblock. However, the 72 bp
difference between the short and long spacers would pro-
vide only a short time (∼2 s) to establish a 5-fold difference
in dislodgement capability. If the promoter proximity effect
can be confirmed, experiments with a larger range of dis-
tances, better controlled stall-site sequences and elongation
factor mutations could be used to examine this further.
The wild-type system has two main behavioral regimes.
At low RNAP flux, where kF  kT+kU+kSD, each RNAP
almost always acts alone, either terminating or passing
through the roadblock site without cooperation from a
trailing RNAP. At higher RNAP flux levels, the wild-type
system enters a more complex regime, where interactions
between multiple RNAPs at the roadblock site provide sig-
nificant cooperation. In our LacI/Oid-O1-O2 system, the
low-flux regime applies for promoter firing rates of less
than 1 every 30 s and the high-flux regime applies for firing
rates >1 every 20 s, with an intermediate transition zone.
For weaker binding roadblocker proteins, increased kU and
likely increased kSD means that kF  kT+kU+kSD can hold
for considerably stronger promoters, extending the low-flux
regime.
The critical variables in the low RNAP flux regime are
kU and kSD, since kT is likely to be reasonably constant in
wild-type cells (Figure 1D). Although we have examined
a 23-fold range of kU, associated with an estimated 4-fold
range of kSD (Supplementary Figure S2), kU and kSD are
likely to fall outside these ranges for some DNA-binding
protein/operator combinations. Can we predict the level of
roadblocking in these cases? Higher unbinding rates should
lead to increased readthrough, and we can calculate using
the analytical model (Figure 1D; at 250 nM LacI without
any increase in kSD) that increasing kU 10-fold beyond that
for LacI-O2 (to kU ∼0.1 s−1) should increase Rf from 26%
to 68%, while a 100-fold increase in kU (to kU = 1.0 s−1)
would almost eliminate roadblocking (Rf = 98%). A 100-
fold increase in kU would give an affinity comparable to the
weak lacO3 operator (43). Allowing kSD to increase with
increasing kU does not affect the calculated roadblocking
substantially. Using a power law to extrapolate how kSD
changes with kU (Supplementary Figure S9A) gave a ∼3-
fold increase in kSD for a 10-fold increase in kU and a cal-
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culated Rf = 72% (at 250 nM LacI), only slightly above the
68% without an increase in kSD. Thus, once unbinding is
fast, dislodgement becomes unimportant.
In the high RNAP flux regime, most readthrough relies
on roadblock dislodgement by multiple RNAPs, making
kMD the critical parameter. We estimate kMD to be ∼4- to
10-fold higher than kSD if all stalled RNAPs are subject to
the same termination rate, and 2- to 4-fold higher than kSD
if RNAPs can protect each other from termination (this dif-
ference depends on operator strength; Supplementary Fig-
ure S2). Frequent dislodgement and high flux can make re-
binding of the roadblock protein limiting, so that kB also be-
comes significant in this regime. For weaker DNA-binding
proteins, spontaneous unbinding can also be significant. In-
creasing kU to 0.1 s−1 would increase pL readthrough from
Rf = 45% (for O2) to Rf = 73% (at 250 nM LacI). If kMD
values continue to rise with increasing kU (Supplementary
Figure S9A), then readthrough increases further; to Rf =
91% for pL (if kMD = 0.1 s−1).
Mechanisms of dislodgement
Our data and literature estimates of the LacI in vivo on-
rate (40) and promoter firing rates (44) are consistent with
a single RNAP being able to actively dislodge a LacI road-
block, but further confirmatory experiments are required.
Any dislodgement was fairly slow, taking on average at least
18 min forOid or 4 min forO2. This equates to making dis-
sociation of LacI up to ∼7-fold faster from Oid, or 1.2-fold
faster from O2. We imagine that dislodgement may require
specific unlikely combinations of microstates of the ternary
elongation complex, the LacI–DNA complex and even the
intervening DNA; kSD is a coarse sum over a large variety
of molecular events.
Our analysis indicates that multiple RNAPs also actively
increase the dislodgement of the roadblock, as opposed to
acting solely by protecting each other from termination.
Two non-exclusive basic mechanisms might account for in-
creased dislodgement. (i) In the presence of RNAP restart
factors, the leading RNAP can make multiple attempts to
transcribe into the roadblock, with the overall success of
dislodgement proportional to the number of attempts. In
this mechanism, the trailing RNAP aids dislodgement by
acting as a restart factor by pushing a backtracked leading
RNAP forward (5). (ii) The presence of the trailing RNAP
may change the nature (not just the frequency) of dislodge-
ment attempts, somehow applying the energy of additional
NTP cleavages to provide a larger or more sustained force
against the roadblock–DNA complex (48). The relation-
ship between kSD and kMD at the three different kU val-
ues we measured (Supplementary Figure S9) suggests that
the first model cannot be the sole explanation of cooper-
ation. If trailing RNAPs simply increase the frequency of
dislodgement attempts by the leading RNAP, then the ratio
kMD/kSD should be the same for the three different lac op-
erators. Instead, kSD is more sensitive to increased binding
affinity than kMD; in both the standard and the termination
protection models, kSD drops ∼4.2-fold from O2 to Oid,
while kMD drops only∼1.7-fold (Supplementary Figures S2
and S9). Aworse fit to the data was obtained if the kMD/kSD
ratio was held fixed across all three operators. This suggests
kU (s–1)




























Figure 7. Tuning roadblocking. The roadblocking effect of a protein bind-
ing site can be reduced while maintaining its occupancy by increasing both
kU and kB (keeping kB /(kU+kB) constant). The analytical equation for low
RNAP flux (Figure 1D) was used with kF = 0, kT = 0.063 and the power
law extrapolations for kSD versus kU (see Supplementary Figure S9A). The
boxed area shows the parameter region we examined experimentally.
that some extra dislodgement capability is available with
multiple RNAPs, supporting the second ‘combined push’
model.
Avoiding excessive roadblocking in vivo
It has been proposed that RNAP cooperation is the pri-
mary cellular mechanism for preventing excessive loss of
transcription due to roadblocking (5,20). However, we find
that cooperation is only significant for strong promoters
and does not eliminate roadblocking (Figure 5C and D).
Even with the very strong pL promoter, giving a flux of
∼1 RNAP per 5 s, roadblocking by LacI caused loss of
75% to 25% of the transcribing RNAPs, depending on the
binding site and LacI concentration. Maximizing coopera-
tion by lowering the termination rate also did not eliminate
roadblocking because expression from stronger promoters
became limited by promoter clogging (mfd; Figure 5C).
For avoiding deleterious roadblocking, low binding
strengths (high kU) of DNA binding proteins, such that
spontaneous unbinding and dislodgement is relatively fast
(see above), is a more effective and general mechanism
than RNAP cooperation, reducing roadblocking of both
weak and strong promoters. However, without compen-
satory mechanisms, increasing the unbinding rate of a
DNA-binding protein from a particular site in order to
avoid roadblocking would reduce the site occupancy and
may compromise its normal function. Our analysis shows
that roadblocking and site occupancy are, to some degree,
independently tunable (Figure 7). This is because the other
factor affecting site occupancy––the rate of binding of the
protein (kB)––has little effect on roadblocking unless the
promoter is very strong (Figure 3).
A high kB can be achieved with high cellular concentra-
tions of the DNA-binding protein in order to maintain site
occupancy. Alternatively, the binding rate can be increased
by increasing the on-rate constant, for example, by mech-
anisms such as facilitated diffusion (49), or increasing the
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‘local’ concentration of the roadblocker at the site by co-
operative DNA binding. Cooperativity allows use of mul-
tiple weak binding sites that each have high individual un-
binding rates and thus provide little resistance toRNAP but
the cooperative interactions mean that once one of the sites
is bound, binding to the other sites is rapid. Reduction of
roadblocking may thus be one selective advantage for evo-
lution of these mechanisms.
Using roadblocking for regulation
On the other hand, what does our analysis tell us about
how roadblocking could be maximized for regulatory pur-
poses both in natural and engineered systems? The maxi-
mum roadblocking effect we saw was a 25-fold inhibition
of transcription from weak to moderate strength promot-
ers when the strongest roadblocker affinity was used (LacI
atOid). Whether stronger protein–DNA interactions could
reduce dislodgement further to increase roadblock regula-
tion is not clear. Thus, to give a regulatory range compa-
rable to promoter repression, multiple roadblocks may be
required.
High levels of roadblocking are seen with the CRISPR
system. An up to 35-fold inhibition was seen with an enzy-
matically inactive dCas9–crRNAcomplex targeted toDNA
∼250 bp downstream of the promoter (15), while up to
300-fold effects were seen using a dCas9–sgRNA roadblock
(16). Increased affinity due to combined protein–DNA and
RNA–DNA interactions may explain such high levels of
roadblocking, however we suspect that some additional ef-
fect may be involved.
An advantage of roadblocking as a regulatory mecha-
nism is that it can be relatively easily added to existing
promoter-focused regulation, since a roadblocking site can
function well downstream of the promoter. If the regula-
tory range of the promoter activity is within the low RNAP
flux regime, then the roadblock acts rather like a resistor,
exerting a constant fold reduction in transcription but still
allowing normal regulation to occur. Roadblock regulation
of very strong promoters is more complex and is reduced by
RNAP cooperation. The maximal inhibition for pLwith a
promoter–roadblock spacing of 102 bp was only 4-fold, and
that required the highest LacI concentration. However, we
achieved 10-fold inhibition of pL by taking advantage of
promoter clogging and preventing cooperation by placing
the roadblock site close to the promoter (Figure 6).
Roadblocking could provide extra ultrasensitivity in
transcriptional regulation, an effect suggested for RNAP
cooperation at strong pause sites (50). If the regulator
changes the promoter activity such that the degree of
RNAP cooperation changes significantly, for example from
the low flux regime to the high flux regime (or vice versa),
then the roadblock should magnify the effect of the regula-
tor.
Whether roadblocking could be used for gene regulation
in eukaryotic cells is not clear, as there are no examples of
transcriptional regulation by endogenous eukaryotic road-
blocking proteins. In the presence of LacI, a lacOid operator
placed in an intron ∼500 bp downstream of the SV40 pro-
moter in rabbit cells caused an unquantified but clearly re-
ducedT-antigen expression, though regulatorymechanisms
apart from roadblock were not excluded (13). A dCas9–
sgRNA complex targeted downstream of the SV40 pro-
moter gave only 3-fold regulation in human cells (16). Al-
though roadblock encounters may contribute to the sub-
stantial in vivo pausing of RNAP seen in eukaryotic cells
(24), it is not clear that there are mechanisms to efficiently
terminate paused transcription. The Mfd-like CSB protein
does not appear to have termination activity (51).
Other factors affecting transcriptional roadblocking
Other factors beyond those we tested are likely to be im-
portant for roadblocking. The DNA sequence upstream
of the roadblock could affect RNAP–roadblock collisions,
RNAP termination probabilities and the probabilities of
backtracking and restart (9,23,52). Also, the promoter se-
quence may have an effect beyond specification of the fir-
ing rate through non-random promoter firing, which can
produce bunching of elongating RNAPs (53). Promoter
bursting should increase cooperation. In vivo RNAP elon-
gation factors such as GreA/B (TFIIS), NusG, pppGp(p)
and DksA (54) are likely to play important and potentially
variable roles depending on growth conditions and road-
block specifics. The roadblock-suppressing effects of trail-
ing ribosomes (33) are also likely to interact with the RNAP
flux and roadblocker protein kinetics.
It is also conceivable that dislodgement rates could be dif-
ferent for protein–DNA complexes with the same overall
unbinding rate, possibly due to different arrangements of
strong and weak atomic level protein–DNA contacts, sup-
ported by the strong effect of orientation on roadblock-
ing by dCas9–RNA complexes (15,16). Further systematic,
quantitative analyses will be needed to disentangle the ef-
fects of these factors on roadblocking.
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